At present, megavoltage computed tomography (MVCT) is the only method used to correct the position of tomotherapy patients. MVCT produces extra radiation, in addition to the radiation used for treatment, and repositioning also takes up much of the total treatment time. To address these issues, we suggest the use of a video image-guided setup (VIGS) system for correcting the position of tomotherapy patients. We developed an in-house program to correct the exact position of patients using two orthogonal images obtained from two video cameras installed at 90º and fastened inside the tomotherapy gantry. The system is programmed to make automatic registration possible with the use of edge detection of the user-defined region of interest (ROI). A head-and-neck patient is then simulated using a humanoid phantom. After taking the computed tomography (CT) image, tomotherapy planning is performed. To mimic a clinical treatment course, we used an immobilization device to position the phantom on the tomotherapy couch and, using MVCT, corrected its position to match the one captured when the treatment was planned. Video images of the corrected position were used as reference images for the VIGS system. First, the position was repeatedly corrected 10 times using MVCT, and based on the saved reference video image, the patient position was then corrected 10 times using the VIGS method. Thereafter, the results of the two correction methods were compared. The results demonstrated that patient positioning using a video-imaging method (41.7±11.2 seconds) significantly reduces the overall time of the MVCT method (420±6 seconds) (p＜0.05). However, there was no meaningful difference in accuracy between the two methods (x=0.11 mm, y=0.27 mm, z=0.58 mm, p＞0.05). Because VIGS provides a more accurate result and reduces the required time, compared with the MVCT method, it is expected to manage the overall tomotherapy treatment process more efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of radiotherapy is to deliver a therapeutic dose to a well-defined target while minimizing the dose to the surrounding normal tissue and critical organs. This requires optimization of the conformity of the prescribed dose to the planned target volume (PTV), dose homogeneity within the PTV, and a minimal dose to the surrounding normal tissue and critical organs. 1) Tomotherapy is a desirable treatment method to perform megavoltage computed tomography (MVCT) image acquisition as good image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) and intensitymodulated radiation therapy (IMRT) simultaneously. 2, 3) In particular, this machine helps reduce the interference of normal tissue due to its excellent dose intensity using helical beam delivery. In addition, setup accuracy can be maintained within 2 mm using MVCT image acquisition. Additionally, MVCT can correct artifacts from general computed tomography (CT)
images of high-density substances using MVCT. Adaptive ther-
Fig. 1. Comparison of treatment process using (a) MVCT and (b) VIGS (Video Image-Guided Setup). The treatment process is
shown for the typical patient using the first video image obtained after the MVCT correction as a reference image.
Fig. 2.
In the closed-tomotherapy gantry, two cameras that meet at right angles are installed to take the patient's orthogonal image. It is important to install the cameras so that they do not block the slit through which radiation is emitted.
apy based on MVCT is also possible.
However, the advantages of tomography are accompanied by the many disadvantages associated with daily setup verification using MVCT scans. There is a possibility that 2∼3 cGy of unnecessary radiation could arise every day, and the CT scanning time and setup time can delay the overall treatment time.
In practice, more than one-third of the entire treatment time is devoted to image scanning and MVCT setup. Unfortunately, the speed at which changes to tumor size can be detected is still under debate; some studies have reported that the changes are not large enough to warrant daily observation. 3, 4) A setup verification system, using video images, has received much attention from some researchers due to advantages including fast processing speed, simple system implementation ability, accurate processing ability, lack of additional radiation exposure, and so on. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] These studies have been developed to achieve more-accurate results using three-dimensio- 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed treatment scenario is shown in Fig. 1 . On the first day of treatment, after correcting the patient's setup using the MVCT scan, we captured and stored reference video image using an orthogonal video camera built into the gantry. On the second day, an orthogonal video camera image of the patient was taken after complete patient setup using a laser system in same treatment position and was compared with the 
Camera calibration
Before measuring the daily setup accuracy, it was necessary to correct the camera movement or rotation. The camera calibration is basically 2D calibration for each camera angle and performed before daily treatment. We calibrate the camera position and actual distance per pixel of acquired image using fixed patterns on the couch and the gantry ring of the tomotherapy machine. The empty couch image (anterior-posterior image) with 4 holes is acquired with the camera 1 on Fig. 2 and in-house made fixed pattern on gantry ring image is also capture with the camera 2 on Fig. 2 . Our calibration program automatically detects the each hole in two orthogonal planes using the canny edge detection (Fig. 3) . After position and distance detection between holes, the program also calculates the spatial transformation between original image and each calibration image and defines the number of pixels on the distance in millimeters per pixel for the correction. And camera zoom, focus, and brightness were adjusted manually after the camera position was set. Automatic adjustments of these parameters can result in inaccurate patient motion detection via the image difference algorithm because this algorithm would continuously adjust the image capturing conditions during analysis and these adjustments could be mistakenly detected as patient motion.
Registration algorithm
After taking an MVCT image of the first treatment, we ob- using region-of-interest (ROI) images. When using the template-matching method, we selected the coordinate points with the largest normalized cross-correlation value of the two images, and the cross-correlation value formula was as follows.
Although a variety of algorithms have been proposed for analyzing image-intensity variations, including statistical, difference and curve-fitting methods, we used the Canny edge detection method because it is considered an optimal edge detector for step edges corrupted by white noise. Although this image-correlation factor was very simple, it worked well in most patients. Additionally, we used Gaussian filtering and
Laplacian filtering before Canny edge detection to increase the matching rate.
In addition to fully automatic registration, we added a function for users to manually adjust for patient positioning.
Phantom study
To mimic the general tomotherapy treatment process, a hu- 
RESULTS
The effectiveness of the proposed method was evaluated based on a simulation study using a humanoid phantom. No significant registration errors were observed for a given range of translations in the x, y, and z directions. When we assessed two sets of orthogonal images of the humanoid phantom using the VIGS system, we found that the video camera image quality was superior for image analysis when compared with the MVCT images. Table 1 shows the positioning differences between the full 3D method using MVCT and the proposed 2D method using video camera images. The median differences were approximately 0.11, 0.27, and 0.58 mm in the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical couch directions, respectively. The median 3D
vector magnitude difference was -0.11 cm. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test also demonstrated that the MVCT and VIGS positioning methods did not significantly different (p＞0.05).
The average time using VIGS system for a single registration was 41.7±11.2 seconds and it's 10 times faster than the original MVCT process (420±6 seconds). The time consumed for the patient-positioning process averaged seven minutes for MVCT and one minute for VIGS, which was significantly reduced (p＜0.05).
DISCUSSION
The major limitations of the current MVCT system, however, often hinder its full use in clinical practice. One of these limitations is that the radiation dose and time for acquiring one MVCT image can range from 2 to 9 cGy and 6∼7 minutes for optimal image. 11, 12) This dose level is generally delivered to an area much larger than the intended treatment area.
Therefore, daily imaging can be impractical for those patients who might be at a high risk of developing second malignancies. The Video Image-Guided Setup (VIGS) system used in this study has a huge advantage in that it does not result in irradiation.
The two orthogonal video camera images provided an alternative 3D imaging technique that aims to resolve the limitations of MVCT in clinical practice. In this preliminary study, we found minimal differences between video image-based and MVCT-based patient positioning using bony anatomy. This clinical study is the first to demonstrate that video images can be used for patient positioning, with accuracy equivalent to that of MVCT for routine tomotherapy treatment processes.
However, instead of using a video image-based positioning system during the entire course of treatment, we believe that alternating with MVCT for a reasonable range of use would be more efficient for treatment. Typically, patients' internal organs move, or over time, there can be some changes on the body's surface. The use of a humanoid phantom in our study, which did not result in any changes over time, to measure the accuracy of the patient-positioning system needs to be improved further. However, we believe that our study covered enough basic principles to validate the system.
There are still some limitations with the immobilization device using MVCT or other imaging techniques. Since we always re-take CT simulation after 18 fractions for reduced field treatment for H&N patients using tomotherapy, we can moder-ate the possibility to move or shrink under the immobilization device. And if we found over-tolerance difference between our immobilization device and patient surface during patient setup, we have our protocol to make another immobilization device for the changed device or surface. Our H&N patient tomotherapy treatment is performed after confirming the realistic treatment conditions with patient in the immobilization device.
Since the MVCT or any other localization imaging techniques cannot overcome that setup error, the immobilization device and other setups are important to the both systems (MVCT and VIGS) and also treatment.
It typically takes 20∼30 minutes for tomotherapy treatment, and more than 30% to 40% of that time is spent checking patient positioning with MVCT. This is time consuming and obviously inefficient in busy clinic. Our study showed that the time to acquire images of a patient's location could be significantly 10 times reduced, which can, in turn, reduce the overall treatment time and thus help patients comfortably. It is also expected to help in operating the machine more efficiently.
Our video image-based positioning system reduces the setup time and allows continuous monitoring of patient movement.
The current system has been designed and is being used to monitor patient movements during the entire process. 13) Furthermore, we believe we can study the monitoring of a patient's respiratory signals using a camera attached to patient's lateral gantry and an institutional review board approval for our patients is on the way with these results of the feasibility test.
However, there were some minor errors because the function to control the current couch's movement was not integrated.
Therefore, in the future, if we develop an automatic system by integrating it with tomotherapy, it can be used for patient data with couch movements.
CONCLUSION
This study evaluated the accuracy of an automatic patient-positioning system, based on the image correlation of two video images as a new technique for 3D imaging-guided patient positioning for tomotherapy. Its performance in patient positioning using automatic registration was comparable to that of the MVCT technique, with a significant reduction in total treatment time and dose. Additional study of video camera imaging in other anatomic sites and of using soft tissue for patient positioning compared with the MVCT technique is needed to demonstrate its efficacy as a potential tool for daily 3D target localization for tomotherapy.
